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reader turn the page mid-sentence, ignoring both a fascinating scientific discovery and 

hours of careful sentence-crafting. 

Inspired by Alda’s love analogy, here are some lessons I’m learning as a SciCom student that 

seem equally useful on a blind date: 

 Tune in to feedback. Alda’s Center for Communicating Science puts scientists through 

improvisational acting classes, forcing them to focus on the other person’s subtle cues. 

Similarly, I want to use editors’ feedback and the immediacy of social media to be more 

conscious of what rings true and what hits with a thud, even if the reader is hidden 

from me as I write. 

 Don’t try to sound smart. Alda rejected the idea that explaining the very basics of a 

concept would be insulting to a reader or listener. In fact, he says, people are flattered 

if they already know what you’re telling them. 

 Don’t oversell. First dates bring out the urge to impress. It’s tempting, for example, to 

make it sound like your band in college was a bigger deal than it was. It’s also tempting 

to imply that scientists have really solved something or fixed something once and for 

all. I want it to be true as much as they do, but exaggerations are insulting to your date 

— I mean, reader. 

 Share what you love. Not all science excites me in the same way, but when I find the 

right story, the results are electrifying. Alda told the story of a scientist so passionate 

about spiders that she slept on lava beds to be near them for months in the field. As I 

dig for new stories, I remind myself that publicizing my passions is the only way to find 

the people who share them. 

When I shook Alda’s hand after the talk and introduced myself, he told me I had an 

important role to play in communicating science to the public. It’s exciting to think I could 

use writing to do what he has done in front of the camera: lend warmth and accessibility to 

new discoveries. As for my own blind date with science, things are getting serious. 

 


